
Dimensions   214 x 68 x 152 mm (WxHxD)

Weight Approx.   1.4 kg

Moisture protection   IP 22, drip protected for horizontal usage

Display    Backlit graphic display, ~40° read angle from all
   sides

Keypad    Backlit keys, easy cursor navigation

Constant Flow Rates   0.01-999.9 ml/h (default 0.01-200ml/h)

Bolus Rates  1 - 1800 ml/h

Accuracy of set delivery rate << ±0,5 % mechanical accuracy
   ± 2 % in compliance with IEC/EN 60601-2-24

Operating Temperature  +5° C … + 40° C
   +41° F …. +105° F

Voltage    11-16 V DC supplied by Space Power Supply 

Lifetime    Min. 10 years under continuous duty conditions

Prices
Price will be based on the agreed minimum rental period and on specifications

of required equipment. 

Our standard minimum rental terms are 6, 12, 18, 24, 36, 48 and 60 months. 

For a suitable tailor made quotation, please contact us at:

•   E: sales@medicapitalrent.com 

•   T: +31 71 581 4 581

Should you require different technical specifications, please do not hesitate to 

contact us.

Syringe Pump
B. Braun Perfusor Space pump (Stand alone)

Small, light, handy pumps
Thanks to their minimal design and light weight, Space pumps can be used to con-
figure customized, tailor-made solutions as individual pumps, small therapy units, or 
a complex infusion system.

Intuitive operation
Operators reap the simple user interface she/he is familiar with. Pump guides the 
user through the drug and dosages settings and all configurations.

Clear structured display, excellent readability
The display guarantees brilliant and therefore fast readability, even from a distance, 
for instance from the foot of the patient’s bed. The display of all information is subject 
to a clear prioritization of the most important information.

Long battery operating time
Minimal power consumption of the devices and new battery technology ensure long 
operating times, e.g. 9.4 hrs. @ 80 ml/h, 8.5 hrs. @ 100 ml/h.

Infusion sets
Infusion sets are not standard included with the Perfusor Space pump, the sets are 
available through MediCapital Rent. For a suitable tailor made quotation please 
contact us.
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